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SECTION - I 

Q.1 Match the Pair / Fill in the blanks. (5)  

1 Value proposition of a brand is the ________________ that the brand offers to the 

customers. 

 

2 The outward expression of a brand- including its ______________, ______________ and 

______________ is brand identity. 

 

3 Brand image is the total _________________ of a brand.  

4 Brand __________________ is the structure of brands within an organisational entity.  

 5 A ______________ is a product with a unique character, for instance in design and image.  

Q.2 Answer the following. (Any Two) (20) 

1 What is the difference between commodities and brand? Is it possible to brand commodities 

and if so how? 

 

2 Why is brand extension necessary? What are its limitations?  

3 What is brand personality? Explain importance along with examples  

4 What is Value proposition? Why is it necessary to develop a Unique Value Proposition for 

a brand? 

 

Q.3 Write notes on. (Any Two) (10) 

1 Brand Ambassador  

2 Brand Identity and is elements  

3 Brand Loyalty  

SECTION - II 

Q.4 Case Study 

 

Easy write is a stationary manufacturing company. It has different products in its product 

basket like pencils, erasers, pens and sharpeners. It has a range of colouring products like 

crayons, colour pencils and water colours. 

 

Easy write so far has a dominant market share in school stationary products and has a tie up 

with several educational institutions for their student's stationary requirements. 

(15) 

C 
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The Brand is identified as a fun brand – due to the colourful, cheerful packaging and look 

of its products. It is a reliable and economical brand. It is strongly regarded as a value for 

money brand. 

Based on the success so far, Easy write would now like to venture into the office stationary 

segment. It would like to expand its market share by including office stationary as well. 

Questions:  

 

Q.1. What are the products that can be included or added to its product range for office   

        stationary? 

Q.2   Will the brand need to change the packaging and presentation of its products to suit  

         the office stationary segment?  

Q.5 Answer the following.  (10) 

a)  "Branding is unimportant for industrial products". Do you agree or disagree? Explain why?  

 OR  

b) What is meant by the term Brand? What are the various branding decisions that need to be 

kept in mind for branding any product? 

 

 


